A new exhibition of student work is installed in the lower lobby of Meany Center for the Performing Arts on campus. Pieces were selected by School Director Jamie Walker and Emily Zimmerman, Director of the Jacob Lawrence Gallery. The exhibition will remain on view through May 2018, but it is only accessible when attending a performance. View the Meany schedule.

The exhibiting artists and designer are:

- Marco Damien Ammatelli, junior in Painting + Drawing
- Anne Bryson Doyle, junior in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
- Abigail Drapkin, first year MFA in Painting + Drawing
- Eli Kahn, junior in Visual Communication Design
- Alex Kang, second year MFA in Photomedia
- Jennifer LaScala, senior in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
- Sean Lockwood, first year MFA in Photomedia
- Erin H. Meyer, second year MFA in 3D4M: ceramics + glass + sculpture
- Tallie Meyer, senior in Photomedia with minor in Art History
- Yakun Su, junior in Art History
- Emily C. Taibleson, first year MFA in Painting + Drawing
- Celine Tjahjadi, senior in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
Amy Wang, senior in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
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